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Category of extended fuzzy automata 
JIŘÍ MOČKOŘ, RENATA SMOLÍKOVÁ 
Abstract. An extended fuzzy automaton is introduced as a fuzzy automaton, where 
sets of states and inputs, respectively, are the sets of all fuzzy subsets F(S) and F(A), 
respectively, for some finite sets S and A. A category of these extended fuzzy automata 
is introduced and a functor between this category and a category of fuzzy automata is 
investigated. A relationship between output functions of fuzzy automaton and extended 
fuzzy automaton are derived. 
1991 Mathematics Subject Classification: 68Q70 
1 Introduction 
In papers [2],[3] and [4] we investigated some properties of a category of automata 
and its generalization — a category of fuzzy automata. We also derived some 
functors between these categories which enable us to approximate the behaviour 
of a fuzzy automaton by an appropriate classical automaton. Namely, if A — 
(5, A, F, p, G) is a fuzzy automaton with a set of states 5, an input alphabet A, a 
transition function F C S x A x 5, an initial fuzzy state p C S and final fuzzy 
state G C S and if fA is its output function (i.e. fA is a fuzzy set in a free 
monoid A* such that fA = p o F* (A) o G) then for any positive real number e < 1 
there exists a classical Moore automaton B over the same input alphabet A with 
an output function <7g such that 
( V A € A ) / A ( A ) > e ^ « , B ( A ) = l. 
In this paper we deal with some special kind of fuzzy automaton. We introduce 
the so called extended fuzzy automaton which is a fuzzy automaton where sets of 
states and inputs, respectively, are the sets of all fuzzy subsets F(S) and F(A), 
respectively, for some finite sets S and A. We define a category of these extended 
fuzzy automata and we prove that there exists a functor M from a category of 
fuzzy automaton into a category of this extended fuzzy automaton. By using 
this functor we show that there exists some relationship between output function 
fA of a fuzzy automaton A and the output function / M (A) °^
 a corresponding 
extended fuzzy automaton M(A) . Moreover,we prove that an analogy of the above 
mentioned approximation theorem can be derived for extended fuzzy automata as 
well. 
We recall firstly some basic properties of fuzzy automaton and their category. 
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Definition 1.1 (see [2]) A (Moore) type of fuzzy automaton is a system A = 
(S, A, p, F, G) where S is a set of states, A is a set of inputs, p C S is a fuzzy set 
called a fuzzy initial state, F : S x A x S —> [0, 1] is a fuzzy transition function 
i. e. F(A) C S x S, G C S is a fuzzy set called a fuzzy final state. 
If S and A are finite then A is called a finite fuzzy automaton. If we denote by 
A* the free monoid generated by A then F can be extended to a fuzzy transition 
function F* : S x A* x S -• [0, 1]. 
A principal identification of a fuzzy automaton is provided by its output function 
fA : A* -> [0, 1] such that for A = Ax A2 . . . An E A* 
/ A ( A ) = p o F * ( A ) o G = \/(\/(p(z)AF*(\)(z,s))AG(s)). 
ses zes 
Recall that by a category <£ we understand a category of Moore type automata (see 
[2]), the objects of which are finite automata B = (S,A,p,d,G) and morphisms 
from (Siy Ai,pi,dx,Gi) to (S2, A2 ,p2 , d2, G2) are pairs (a, ft), where a : Si -> S2, 
/3 : Ai —> A2 are maps such that 
1. a(pi) = p2, 
2. cv(Gi) C G2, 
3. a(d1(s,\))=d2(a(s),(3(\)) for any s G 5, A <E A. 
Any Moore type automaton B provides an output function gg : A* —> {0, 1} such 
that for A = Ai . .. An E A* 
gB(A) = l iff c1*(p ,A) :=JK(p ,A i . . .An- i ) ,A n )EG 
where d* is an extension of a function d onto A*. A category of fuzzy automata 
was introduced in [2], the objects of which are fuzzy automata and morphisms are 
defined as follows. We recall the following definitions. 
Definition 1.2 (see [2]) Let A and B be sets and f and g be fuzzy sets in A and 
B, respectively. Then for a map v : A —> B the following diagram 
A - A B 
> I 1 , 
[0,1] = [0,1] 
is said to fuzzy commutes if 
( V a є Л ) f(a) < g-v(a) (1) 
(VЬЄv(A)) g(b) < V f(a) (2) 
v(a)—b 
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Definition 1.3 (see [2]) Let A,- = (Si, A,-, p{, F,, G,-) be fin general nonfinite) fuzzy 
automata for i = 1, 2. Then a couple (a, /?) : Ai —y A2 is called a fuzzy morphism 
if a : S\ —> 1S2, /? : Ai ~> A2 are maps sucft £fta:£ lfte following diagrams fuzzy 
commute. 
Sг -- > .S'2 
• I 1 P2 
[0,1] = = [0,1] 
si --> .52 
<* | | G 2 
[0,1] = = [0,1] 
o A c> axßxa Г1 . 
S\ x Лi x 61 — y S2 x Л 2 x 5 2 
/ M I 
[0,1] = [0,1 
Let ^ be a category of (in general nonfinite) fuzzy automata with morphisms 
defined above. By ^ c we denote a subcategory of ^ the objects of which are finite 
fuzzy automata and a morphism between two fuzzy automata is a pair of functions 
(a,/?) such that the above mentioned diagrammes commute (and not only fuzzy 
commute). 
2 Category of extended fuzzy automata 
An extended fuzzy automaton is a fuzzy automaton where a set of states is the set 
F(S) of all fuzzy sets over some finite set S and a set of inputs is the set F(A) of 
all fuzzy sets over some finite set A. 
It means that extended fuzzy automata are some special objects of a category ^ . 
The full subcategory of these objects will be denoted by tye C *V 
It is a natural question if from any finite fuzzy automaton from ^ can be con­
structed an extended fuzzy automaton and, moreover, whether this construction 
M : Ob(tyc) —> Ob(^ e ) (which will be called an extension function) is a functor 
^c -> tfe. 
We will use the following notation. Let / : X\ x . . . x Xn —;y Y be a function. 
By / we denote a function F(Ni) x . . . x F(Xn) —y F(Y) obtained by using the 
extension principle applied on /. 
An extension function is then any function M : Ob(tyc) —y Ob(^e) such that 
M(S, A,p, F, G) = (F(S), F(A), M(p),M(F),M(G)) 
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where M(p) C F(Sr), M(F) C F(5) x F(A) x F(5r) and M(G) C F(S). 
We present firstly an example of this extension function. Let S and A be finite 
sets and let p C 5, G C 5, F C S x A x S, u C A and 8 G [0, 1]. 
Example. We define M(p),M(G) and M(F) such that 
M(p)(T):= V T('s) ' TGF(5) 
p(*)>a 
M(G)(T) := \ / T(.s) , TeF(S) 
s£S 
G(s)>S 




Moreover, if u : A -> [0, 1] is a map then M(H) : F(A) -> [0, 1] is defined such that 
M(u)(A):= \ / A(A) , A € F(A). 
A€ A 
n(A)><5 
T h e o r e m 2.1 Tbe extension function M from the Example is a functor 
M : ^ c -> ^f6} where for a morphism (a,(3) : Ai -> A2 in ^ c , M(a,/3) — (a,J3). 
P R O O F : Let (a,/?) : Ai —> A2 be a morphism in ^ c . At first, we have to prove 
that the following diagram fuzzy commutes. 
F(Ą) -±> F(S2) 
M Ы | | M(P2) 
[0,1] = [0,1] 
M(Pl)(T) < M(P2)-á(T) (3) 
M(P2)(T') < V
 M(Pi)CO (4) 
&(T)=T' 
We have 
M(Pi)(T)= V T(.< «1 
• l € S , 
p i ( s i ) > á 
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Then 
M(P2)(a(T)) = V a(T)(s2) > a(T)(a(s,)) > T(Sl) 
»2€S2 
p 2 ( s 2 )><5 
for any element S\ E Si such that pi(si) > S. 
In the last inequality we use the fact that for morphisms in a category ^c we have 
Pi(si) = P2(»(si)). Then 
M (P2)(Õ(T))> \ / T(si) = M(pi)(T) 
p i ( s i ) > < 5 
and the inequality (3) holds. 
Let V E F(S2) and a(T) = T' for some T E F(S'i). Then there exists 4 E S2 
such that p2(s2) > S and 
M ( P 2 ) ( T ' ) = \ / T ( S 2 ) = T'(.S0) = a(T)(.s°2)= \ / T(si) . 
« 2 e s 2 M6S1 
p2(52)><5 «(s i ) = s5 
Since 
{si G 5 i ,o ( s i ) = s°2} C {si € 5i,pi(.si) > J} 
it follows that 
M(p,)(T)= V T(sx)> V T(.Sl) = M(p2)(T'). 
s i € S i s i € S i 
Pi(si)><5 a ( s i ) = s° 
Hence, 
M(pi)(T) > M(P2)(T') 
and the inequality (4) holds. 
Analogously we can prove that the following diagram fuzzy commutes. 
F(5i) A F(S2) 
M(Gi) J J M(G2) 
[0,1] = [0,1] 
Finally, we prove that the following diagram fuzzy commutes. 
F(5i) x F(Ai) x F(5 i ) & ^ T F(52) x F(A2) x F(S2) 
M(Fi) J \M(F2) 
[0,1] = [0,1] 
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M{FX)(TX,AX,T[) < M{F2)-{axpxa){Tx,Ax,T[) (5) 
M ( E 2 ) ( T 2 ) 2 4 2 ) T 2 ) < V M{FX){TX,AX,T[) (6) 
(ax0xa)(TuAuT'l) = (T-2)A2,T'2) 
In fact, we have 






( s 2 ^ 2 ^ 2 ) 6 S 2 X A 2 X S 2 
F2(s2,X2,s'2)>6 
> a(T)(a(Sl)) A P(A)(p(\y)) A a(T')(a(s[)) > T(sx) A A(\,) A T'(s[) 
for any (Bi jAi,^) E 5'I X A I X S I such that Fi(si, Ai, s[) > 8. 
In the last inequality we use again the fact that for morphisms in category ^c we 
hweFx{sx,\x,s'1) = F2{a{s1),f3{\x),a{s'1)). 
Then 
M{F2){ã{T),ß{A),ă{T'))> V/ ( T ( 5 І ) Л І . ( À 1 ) Л Ґ ( Í І ) ) 
( • l . ^ Ľ ^ Є S l X Л ^ X S i 
-Fi(*i,Ai,*í)>a 
= M(F i ) (T,A,T' ) 
and (5) holds. 
Finally, let (a x (3 x a) (Tu Au T{) = (T2, Al2, V2). Since S2, A2 are finite, then there 
exists (*§,A§,s§') G 5 2 x A2 x 5 2 such that F2(^,A§,^') > (5 and 
M(F 2 ) (T 2 ,A 2 ,T^)= \ / (T2(,2)AA2(A2)AT
/(B / 2)) = 
(»2 ,A2 .»^)€S2XA2XS2 
F2(s2,A2,4)>i 
= T2{s°2) A A2(A°) A T^(S°') = a{Tx){s°2) A 3(-4i)(A§) A a{T[){s°2) = 
V m^jAA^AOA^K)). 
( • l . ^ l . ^ e S i X A i X S ! 
«(S1)=S?2 
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Since 
{( . ,Ai ,«i) G s, x A , x 5 x ,a(«i) = ^ . f l A , ) = X°2,a(s[) = s°'} C 
_ {( . , A,, «',) G 5i x A! x ft, Fi(*,, A,, *'.) > 6} 
we have 
M(F1)(T1,A1,T1 ')= V/ (T^sOA^^AOAT i 'K) )^ 
(M> M . « i ) e S i X A i X S j 
> \ / (T1(B i)AA1(Ai)AT1
,(B , 1))-M(F2)(T2 , /_2 ,T^) 
( » l , A 1 , «
l
1 ) € S 1 X A 1 X - i 
«(* l ) = 'S 
. (Ai)=A° 
" I V 2 
and it follows that 
M(F i )(Ti ,A i ,T{) > M(F2)(T2,__2,T.0 
for any (Tu AUT{) 6 F(5i) x F(AX) x F(S'i) such that 
( a x / 5 xa)(Ti ,y_i ,T{)=:(T 2 ,__ 2 ,T^. 
Hence, 
V Fi(Ti,.Ai,7^)>_?2(T2,_l2,^) 
(ax/3x«)(T1)i1 ,T1')-(T2)i2 ,^) 
and the inequality (8) holds. 
Hence, (a, /?) : M(Ai) —> M(A 2) is the morphism in ^e and M is a functor (as it 
may be proved easily too). D 
Now we will study an output function of an extended fuzzy automaton. 
Let M : __c —> ^ e be a functor which is constructed from some extended function 
M : 0 6 ( t f c ) - . 06(_Ie). 
For any fuzzy automaton A E \_"c we then have an output function of an extended 
fuzzy automaton M(A) 
Moreover, by using some construction of a function M{u) : F(A) —> [0,1] from 
a function u : A —> [0,1] (see Example) we obtain another output function 
M( f A /A) : F(A) —. [0, 1] where fA : A* -> [0, 1] is an output function of a 
fuzzy automaton A. 
In the following proposition we show some relationship between functions 
M ( / A / A ) and fM(A)/F(A). 
T h e o r e m 2.2 Lel M be a functor from Theorem 2.1. Then 
(fM(A)/FW)(A) > M(fA/A)(A) for any A G _ (A). 
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PROOF: For simplicity we set 
hA := / A / A ' hM(A) : = / M ( A ) / F ( A ) -
Let A0 G A be such that M(hA)(A) = V A(X) = A(X0) where hA(X0) = 
hA(\)>5 
p(z0) A F(z0, X0, s0) A G(s0) > <$. Then 
V(A)(^) = M(P) ° M(F)(A) o M(G) = 
= V/ ( V (M(p)(T')AM(F)(A)(T',T))AM(G)(T)) = 
TeF(S) T'eF(S) 
= V ( V ( V T V ) A V (T'(s")AA(X)AT(s'")))A 
TeF(S) T'£F(S) p(s')>6 F(s",X,s'")>6 
A V T(s)))> V {^}(s ')A V ({zo}(s")AA(X)A{s0}(s'"))A 
G(s)>6 P(s')>6 F(s",X,s'")>6 
A V {so}(s)>{zo}(zo)A{zo}(zo)AA(Xo)A{so}(so)A{s0}(so) = A(Xo) 
G(s)>6 
Then 
V(A)(^)> V A(X) = M(hA)(A) 
\£A 
/>A(A)><5 
in [2] it was proved that there exists a functor Ft : ^ c —> $ which transforms any 
finite fuzzy automaton onto a finite automaton (with required precision e > 0). 
In the following theorem we prove an analogical result for the category ^ of (in 
general nonfinite) fuzzy automata. In this case the resulting functor is Ht from ^ 
into a category <I>n of (in general nonfinite) classical Moore automata. 
Theorem 2.3 Let e > 0. Then there exists a functor H = Ht : ^ —> <I>n swcb 
llial fOr every fuzzy automaton A £ ^ and every word X E A*; 
/ A (A) > e < » % e { A ) ( A ) = 1. 
P R O O F : Let A = (5, A,p, F, G) G * . We set 
Ht(A) = (2
s,A,Pt,dt,Gt), 
where 2s is the set of all subsets of S, pt = {s £ S,p(s) > e} £ 2
5 , 
Ge = {X CS:3x£X, G(x) > e} C 2 5 and Je : 2
5 x A -» 2 5 is defined such that 
dt(X, X) = {s E S : 3x E K, F(ar, A, s) > e} £ 2
s. 
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Then if (a,/?) : Ai —r A 2 is a morphism in $ then He(a,fi) = (u,v) : He(A\) -> 
He(A2) is defined such that 
u(X) :=a(X) C 5 2 , v :=/? . 
We can prove that (u, v) is a morphism in <£n, i. e. 
1. u(pi,e) = p 2 | C l 
2. ii(Gi,e) C G2,e, 
3. a(Ji )e(K ,A)) = c12)£(a(X),/?(A)). 
Let ,s G w(pi,e) = a(pi,e) = {<*(«) : 5 G 52,pi(.s) > e}. Then e < p^B) < p2(a(«)), 
i.e. a(;s) Gp2,e and u(pi,e) C (p2?e). 
Now let ,s G p2,e. Then e < p2(s) < \ / Pi(l) holds. Then there exists t G 5i 
a(t) = s 
such that a(t) = s,pi(t) > e. Then t G Pi,e and s = a(t) G a(pi,e)- Hence 
p2>e C a(p1)£) = u(pi)6) and (1) holds. 
Let T G w(Gi,e) = M K ) , K C 5i : 3x G X,Gi(x) > e}. Then exists t G T such 
that e < Gi(t) < G2(a(t)) and a(T) = u(T) G G2,e, i.e. (2) holds. 
Finally, let s G a(d1)e(K, A)) = {a(s),s G 5X : 3x G K, Fi(x, A, .s) > e}. Then e < 
Fi (x, A, ;s) < F2(a(x), /?(A), a(*)), i. e. a(s) G d2>c(a(X), 0(A)) and a(d1>e(X, A)) C 
J2)e(a(K),/5(A)). 
Now let ;s G J2,e(a(K),/?(A)). Then 
e<F 2 (x ' ,A ' , ; s ' )< \ / Fl(x,\,s). 
(cvx/jxo;)(a7,A,5) = (a7 / )A
/ ,5 /) 
Then exists (x, A, ,s) G 5i x Ai x 5i such that (a x /? x a)(x, A, s) = (x', A', .s') 
and Fi(x,A,s ,) > e. Then .s G Ji,e(K, A) and hence a(.s) G a(J1)C(K, A)). Then 
d2,e(a(X),{3(\)) C a(d1)e(K,A)) and (3) holds. 
Hence, He is a functor (as it may be proved easily too). 
Now let Je(A,pe) G Ge, i.e. gH sj±\(\) = V Hence there exists 5 G <1e(A,pe) such 
that G(s) > e and an x G 5 such that p(x) > e and F(x, \,s) > e. 
Thus, 
IA(A) = V( V (P(*) A %A,«))AGW) > *• 
The converse implication can be proved analogously. • 
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